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INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the approaches to the computeraided optimal design of novel metamaterials for parallel nanoscale optical sensing and imaging. The proposed approaches go together with the rapidly evolving techniques for fabricating optical metamaterials with novel exotic properties never before seen in nature. One of the most promising optical metamaterials for imaging applications to date is the negative index metamaterial (NIM). To make the subwavelength resolution possible, the refractive index of a given NIM ͑n = ͱ ͒ should satisfy the condition n =−n h , where n h is the refractive index of the host medium [1] . For operating on a scale much less than the wavelength of light, a simplification is possible, because for a small object electric and magnetic fields are decoupled so that only =− h is needed. Here such a lens is referred to as a near-field lens (NFL). The NFL operational frequency defined by the condition ͑ , p͒ =− h depends on the metal filling factor p and thus can be controlled by varying p. This makes it possible to tune the NFL to any wavelength across the visible and infrared parts of the spectrum [2] . This is in striking contrast to the NFL based on a layer of bulk metal, where the condition = − h can be fulfilled only for one fixed frequency (for the best NFL material, silver, the condition = −1 occurs in the ultraviolet, at Ϸ 340 nm) [3, 4] . Ultimate design of NFLs is one of several important applications for our optimization techniques.
Most of the designs suggested for NIMs to date rely on metal-dielectric composites and resonance phenomena. Dispersive behavior of NIMs implies large losses that could hinder their application to imaging. Such metamaterials typically consist of a periodic array of unit cells, encapsulating elementary structures, e.g., a split-ring resonator [5] , a pair of nanorods [6] , etc. The properties of the metamaterial depend largely on the properties of the elementary structure within the unit cell. The structure of the unit cell is typically arranged from nanoengineered natural materials (elementary materials). An alternative approach of combining periodic unit cells with random metal-dielectric composites has been also reported [7] . The losses could be decreased by using low-loss elementary materials or through better designs of the elementary structure. In terms of loss, silver is the only available elementary plasmonic material. Although the losses can also be compensated through the use of an active gain medium [8] , the loss compensation is indeed a challenging problem, which may not even be practical for certain applications. Hence, we have to rely on design optimization for bringing down the losses to the lowest possible levels.
Although NIMs based on periodic metal-dielectric composites are of colossal importance for overcoming the diffraction limit in modern optical systems, approaches to the controlled optimal design and consequent actual manufacturing of NIMs are currently in development. Normally, the design of a periodic NIM begins with the basis unit cell, which consists of resonant and nonresonant components geared toward providing specific properties to the entire array. Typically, the basis cell is chosen a priori and in many cases is obtained through physical intuition and knowledge of the basis resonant elements, like a split-ring resonator, a pair of coupled silver strips, or a pair of nanorods. The material properties for the various regions of the structure are usually limited by the availability of elementary materials. The dimensions of the basis structure are usually the most flexible parameters in the design, which is limited only by the fabrication tolerances. The dimensions, along with the material properties, form a hyperspace for the global optimization problem. The optimization problem consists of finding the best point in this hyperspace with respect to a particular figure of merit.
An optimization technique must take into account the constraints on the various dimensions in the structure based on its manufacturability. The deviations in the optical properties of the actual nanoengineered elementary material from those in the bulk material should also be taken into account. In resonant structures, these deviations are sensitive to both a given fabrication process and a chosen design geometry. For example, a metallic resonator may have a larger loss compared to the loss of the same metal in bulk owing to its absolute geometrical scale (size effect), and its quality (surface roughness, structural inhomogeneities, etc.). Experimental examples of a particular wavelength-dependent adjusting of the bulk material properties are discussed in [9] . In contrast with [9] , where feedback from fabrication to design optimization is discussed, this paper focuses on nature-inspired techniques for optimizing an optical metamaterial for NFL and a design for low-loss NIM.
The technique for the ultimate NFL design is based on simulated annealing (SA), a known heuristic approach to global optimization. As a proof-of-concept test the paper shows a simplified example utilizing SA for the ultimate design of a three-layer metamaterial with the lowest refractive index and the lowest loss. For the design of optical NIMs the SA method is compared with two other robust stochastic techniques, the genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO). A basis 2D NIM structure defined in [7] and shown in Fig. 1 is used as a starting point. Specific behavior of the NIM structure with respect to variations in the design parameters is not well understood, which makes the application of computerized optimization schemes very attractive. The actual simulation in the optimization process is performed using numerical solvers based on two different methods, namely periodic finite element-boundary integral (PFEBI) method and spatial harmonic analysis (SHA). In this paper the GA is linked with the PFEBI solver, whereas SA and PSO rely on the SHA solver, for the electromagnetic simulations.
Section 2 describes in short the numerical solvers (PFEBI and SHA) that are used in this work. Section 3 gives an overview of the methods used in the optimization process (GA, PSO, and SA). Section 4 depicts the optimum results obtained with the three different approaches. Section 5 gives a summary of current studies and outlines the future work.
NUMERICAL SOLVERS
A very important component in any stochastic optimization process is a solver that is used for evaluating the fitness of a particular design. The solver is usually the bottleneck in the entire process, and a fast solver is of utmost importance for any realistic optimization goal. In this paper two different numerical solvers (PFEBI and SHA) are used in conjunction with the optimization tools.
A. Periodic Finite Element-Boundary Integral Method
The PFEBI [10] method is a modified version of the finite element-boundary integral (FEBI) method [11] , where periodic boundary conditions have been imposed. In this technique, equations for the unknown electric or magnetic field values inside the computational domain are obtained from the differential form of Maxwell's equations. On the computational boundary, the unknown fields are expanded in terms of known basis functions. The field values from these two computational domains are coupled through integral equations on the boundary, leading to a system of linear equations that can be solved numerically for the unknown field values. The PFEBI method employed in this work uses brick elements and edge-based basis functions [11] . Moreover, the PFEBI method has been recently combined with a robust GA technique with the goal of evolving optimal designs for all-dielectric frequency selective surfaces (FSS) [12] .
B. Spatial Harmonic Analysis
SHA [13] is a fast semi-analytic method for simulation of periodic structures. It is based on the expansion of the electromagnetic fields in terms of plane waves as given by Bloch's theorem. The structure to be simulated is divided into layers such that the material properties within a layer are invariant along the direction perpendicular to the layer. The eigenmodes within each layer are expressed as a summation of different plane wave modes as given by Bloch's theorem. The material properties for each layer are expressed as a Fourier series. These substitutions convert the Maxwell's equation into an eigenvalue equation that can be solved to yield the eigenmodes and corresponding eigenvalues for each layer. This is followed by application of boundary conditions at the interfaces between the layers to yield the electromagnetic fields throughout the structure.
OPTIMIZATION METHODS

A. Simulated Annealing
One of the design techniques tested in this study is simulated annealing (SA), a known heuristic approach to global optimization. SA is formally built upon a physical analogy of cooling crystal structures that spontaneously attempt to arrive at a global minimum [14] . The core com- Fig. 1 . Unit cell structure of the 2D periodic NIM grating geometry. The structure is illuminated by a monochromatic plane wave at normal incidence from air.
ponents of the SA method are an objective function F (error function, cost, etc.), a random generator of new solutions, and adjustable acceptance probability (usually Boltzmann probability) p = e −⌬F/T for ⌬F Ͼ 0, p = 1 otherwise. A solution is a set of parameters to be optimized. The control variable T (temperature) is initially set to a high value, which results in almost free movements in the entire parameter space, and then decreased gradually, which leads to a more localized search. Although there is no direct physical analogy to the crystallization and equilibrium process in the ultimate design of NFL or NIMs (as in practically in any other of optimal design areas), the method is applicable to the continuous global optimization problem.
B. Genetic Algorithm
The GA [15, 16] is another powerful optimization methodology that is based on the principles of natural selection and survival-of-the-fittest in genetic evolution. First, an initial population is formed where each of the individuals comprising the population corresponds to a specific realization of the design to be optimized in a given parameter space. A cost (to be minimized) or a fitness (to be maximized) is assigned to each individual to quantify its performance. Best-performing individuals in a generation are allowed to "mate" to produce the next generation of individuals. This process is repeated until convergence is achieved. During the computerized evolution process, a mutation operator is typically introduced to prevent the fitness from converging to local extrema rather than to the global extremum. The GA has been used extensively to synthesize novel metamaterials in the microwave regime such as artificial magnetic conducting (AMC) surfaces [17] , metaferrites [18] , and materials that exhibit zero or near-zero refractive index behavior [19] . More recently, the GA has been used to optimize the design of multiband metallodielectric FSS filters for IR applications [20] .
C. Particle Swarm Optimization
Swarm intelligence is one of the latest nature-based stochastic optimization techniques that was recently introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [21] . The researchers studied the social behavior of animals and insects in groups, such as swarms of bees, schools of fish, or flocks of birds. In essence, a swarm of bees, for example, is a decentralized social structure where the knowledge is matured by the individuals but perfected via information sharing. This relatively simple but flexible and robust optimization algorithm can be easily applied to the solution of many complex engineering problems.
Although the driving force behind the GA is competition, the driving force in PSO is cooperation [22, 23] . In simplest terms, the individuals, i.e., particles, fly through the multidimensional search space and land at different coordinates. Each particle has its own position and velocity vectors. Moreover, a collection or swarm of particles is defined, where each particle is assigned a random position in the m-dimensional problem space so that each particle's position corresponds to a candidate solution of the optimization problem. Based on the goodness of the position, each particle is assigned a fitness (or cost), and optimization is further continued via the velocity operator. Each particle keeps a record of its personal best location as well as the best location for the entire swarm (i.e., the fittest particle in the swarm). The simplest form of the velocity operator is given by
where V i,m next is the updated velocity for the ith particle in dimension m, is the nostalgia constant, V i,m current is the current velocity for the ith particle in dimension m, c 1 rand and c 2 rand are randomly generated constants, X i,m current is the current position of the ith particle in dimension m, p i,m best is the personal best coordinate of the ith particle in dimension m, and g m best is the global best of the entire swarm in the same dimension. The position update equation corresponding to Eq. (1) is given by
where X i,m next is the updated position in dimension m and the time step, ⌬t, is typically chosen to be unity for simplicity.
RESULTS
A. SA: Details and Results
As a proof-of-concept test consider a simplified example utilizing the selected heuristic method (SA) to the adaptive parametric design of an ultimate three-layer NFL with the lowest refractive index and the lowest loss. Specifically, the objective function is F = nЈ ͉ n͉. First, the initial arrangement of elementary materials was limited to two identical homogeneous layers of metal (silver) separated by a homogeneous dielectric spacer (silica). Next, two continuous parameters were introduced: (1) the thickness of each metal layer ͑⌬ m ͒, ranging from 10 to 100 nm, and (2) the thickness of the spacer ͑⌬ s ͒ 10-300 nm. Each value of F is obtained from a test run within the spectral range of 0.2-1.5 m (the lowest F and a corresponding wavelength were selected within each wavelength sweep). Finally, after the selected random moves, the ultimate pair of parameters (⌬ m = 19 nm and ⌬ s =85 nm͒ was obtained for the optimal value of n = 0.04+ 0.23i at the wavelength of Ϸ 478 nm. Although the refractive index in the optimal NFL is positive, the result sets a reference for the values of effective nЈ (and the absorbance) achievable in a three-layer metal-dielectric structure.
A brute-force test is used to validate the results of the SA approach, as shown in Fig. 2 . The figure combines a color contour plot indicating the values of the objective function ͑F = nЈ ͉ n ͉͒ with the other contour plot of shown as the curves of uniform color. The values of F are indicated with a grayscale bar, while the values of the optimal wavelengths ͑͒ for a given value of F are indicated by the numbers next to the curves. The figure shows that the brute-force results are in excellent agreement with the SA approach; the simple two-dimensional parameter space has been intentionally taken to simplify the validation.
The SA algorithm is then applied to NIM optimization. Four of the geometrical parameters for the NIM were con-strained to vary between a minimum and a maximum value (i.e., 50 nmՅ p Յ 500 nm, 20 nmՅ w Յ p, 20 nmՅ t Յ 60 nm, and 20 nmՅ d Յ 100 nm). The two remaining parameters T d and T f were both fixed at 20 nm. This choice of T f was made to guarantee that the silver used in the NIM forms a continuous layer. The objective function is defined as
since SA requires a positive objective function, and its evaluations were performed by the 2D SHA method. For the NIM design considered here, the maximum value of the fitness and the corresponding wavelength were found to lie within the range of 400 nmՅՅ800 nm. When recovering n = nЈ + inЉ from the complex reflection and transmission coefficients, there is an ambiguity that arises in the determination of nЈ. This ambiguity is due to the multivalued nature of the arc-cosine function that appears in the inversion algorithm [24, 25] . To remove this ambiguity, continuity of nЈ is enforced with respect to wavelength from the long wavelength limit, where the NIM structure should exhibit nonmagnetic behavior (i.e., → 1). For this purpose, the wavelength is scanned from 1600 nm down to 800 nm, reducing the sampling wavelength by 10% at each step. Next, the numerical difference of nЈ is taken between neighboring frequency points within this range. If the difference is above a preset threshold, an intermediate frequency point is chosen for additional sampling. This process is repeated until a smooth curve is obtained for nЈ, which leads to an unambiguous value at 800 nm. Within the optimization range, the frequency is sampled at a fixed 10 nm interval.
The optimum design obtained by SA is p = 323.6 nm, w = 181.6 nm, t = 40.2 nm, and d = 80.1 nm with the effective index n = −0.83+ i0.22 at = 770 nm, corresponding to a figure of merit 3.79. The reflectance, transmittance, and absorbance are very close to spectra plotted for GA in Fig.  3 , and the effective refractive index is plotted in Fig. 4 .
B. GA: Details and Results
Next, the specific details of the GA optimization procedure developed for the NIM designs reported here are discussed. The geometrical constraints for GA optimization of the NIM design are the same as those used in SA. A specific implementation of the GA, called the micro GA [26] , with a population size of six was used in this study. The fitness/cost function used in the GA is defined by
In other words, the design objective is to achieve a large negative index of refraction together with the lowest possible loss. Fitness evaluations for GA were performed using the PFEBI method. The PFEBI analysis used for each individual population member had a basic brick element size of 20 nmϫ 20 nmϫ 20 nm, guaranteeing that an element edge would not exceed / 10 at any wavelength within the simulation range. With the NIM design parameter ranges and the brick element size given above, the total number of unknowns in the matrix equation for the PFEBI system ranges from 69 (21 elements) to 1175 (375 elements). Figures 3-6 show the spectra and the effective parameters of the GA-optimized NIM structure. The optimum geometrical parameters in this case were found to be p = 314.3 nm, w = 176.8 nm, t = 42.9 nm, and d = 72.1 nm. Convergence to the maximum fitness of 3.25 was achieved at generation 87. The corresponding wavelength is 770 nm, and the equivalent index of refraction is equal to n = −0.810+ i0.249. Two distinct peaks in T can be observed in Fig. 3 . Only the second peak at 770 nm, is associated with negative index of refraction, reaching a level of 39%. The optimized structure features a negative index of refraction from 750 to 810 nm, as shown in Fig. 3 . This range for nЈ Ͻ 0 extends over the region where both Ј Ͻ 0 and Ј Ͻ 0 are achieved simultaneously (see Figs. 4 and 5). However, nЉ sharply decreases when both conditions are met, and Ј Ͻ 0 is accompanied by sharp increase in A. It is this minimization of nЉ over the narrow bandwidth that leads to the maximization of the fitness at 770 nm.
C. PSO: Details and Results
Another optimization was performed by the PSO method to minimize the cost defined in Eq. (3) using the same parameter ranges that were defined for the GA. In order to make a fair comparison with the GA, the PSO was started with a swarm of six particles and was run for 100 iterations. The velocity was limited to be in the range of −0.3 Յ vel Յ 0.3 to prevent the particles from taking impractical steps over the search space. Fitness evaluations for the PSO were performed by the 2D SHA method. PSO converges to the minimum cost of −3.23 achieved at a wavelength of 780 nm with only 35 iterations. The optimized parameters were found to be p = 328.7 nm, w = 168.0 nm, t = 45.8 nm, and d = 68.0 nm. These values are close to those found by the GA, although they are not exactly the same. However, it is noted that the optimized fitness values for the two methods are very close to each other. The spectra of the effective parameters for the PSO-optimized NIM structure are essentially the same as those of the GA-optimized structure shown in Figs. 3-6 .
The optimized NIM designs obtained by the three stochastic methods are similar. Convergence curves for the GA, PSO, and SA methods for this particular optimization problem are compared in Fig. 7 . The population size for GA and the number of particles for the PSO are both six, so each increment in the horizontal axis corresponds to six additional evaluations of the fitness function. Because the number of evaluations of the objective function at each temperature for SA is not fixed, we used the total numbers of evaluations of SA divided by six as the horizontal axis to make a fair comparison. It is observed that in this particular case the PSO converges much faster than the other two methods.
SUMMARY
We have demonstrated the successful optimization of an optical NIM design through three different stochastic optimization tools; GAs, PSO, and SA. SA gives a maximum figure of merit 3.79. A maximum fitness (figure of merit) parameter ͑−nЈ / nЉ͒ of 3.25 was obtained through GA after 87 generations, where each generation had six individuals. With PSO, a fitness parameter of 3.23 was obtained after only 35 iterations with six particles.
We also note that in order to achieve optimum designs that could be realized with the available fabrication technology, the fabrication constraints should be incorporated into the optimization process. The fabrication constraints could include geometrical constraints, i.e., the lowest dimension and accuracy that could be achieved. It could also include constraints on material properties, since only a limited number of materials are good candidates in the fabrication process. The fabrication process could itself alter the properties of the elementary materials, resulting in more loss compared to bulk material. This variation in material properties has to be taken into account through feedback from fabrication and measurements [27] .
In spite of using fast solvers each fitness evaluation takes a substantial amount of time. This will be worse for three-dimensional systems because of the increased complexity. This problem could be alleviated by incorporating the principles of system identification into the optimization routine. System identification is routinely used in control systems to model the behavior of a complicated system in terms of a simpler model. System identification could help the optimization routine reach the optimum with fewer iterations, but as an added and more vital advantage, it would also provide us with an understanding of the dependence or sensitivity of desired properties on various parameters.
